Correlations between brain or brain component size and behavioral measures are frequently studied by comparing different animal species, which sometimes introduces variables that complicate interpretation in terms of brain function. Here, we have analyzed the brain composition of honey bees (Apis mellifera) that have been individually tested in an olfactory learning paradigm. We found that the total brain size correlated with the bees' learning performance. Among different brain components, only the mushroom body, a structure known to be involved in learning and memory, showed a positive correlation with learning performance. In contrast, visual neuropils were relatively smaller in bees that performed better in the olfactory learning task, suggesting modality-specific behavioral specialization of individual bees. This idea is also supported by inter-individual differences in brain composition. Some slight yet statistically significant differences in the brain composition of European and Africanized honey bees are reported. Larger bees had larger brains, and by comparing brains of different sizes, we report isometric correlations for all brain components except for a small structure, the central body.
Introduction
Nervous systems generate and control behavior. More elaborate behaviors should therefore require more complex and/or larger brains or brain components. The best evidence supporting this idea comes from animals that show specialized and highly advanced sensory or motor skills supported by elaborate and enlarged brain components, of which there are many examples (Aboitiz, 1996) , such as: echolocating bats feature an enlarged auditory cortex (Suga & Jen, 1976) , weakly electric fish have giant cerebelli that process electro-sensory information (Nieuwenhuys & Nicholson, 1969) , the vibrissae of rodents (Woosley & Van der Loos, 1970) or the nose appendages of star-nosed moles have enlarged representation in somatosensory cortex (Catania & Kaas, 1995) , and songbirds have specialized forebrain areas analogous to primary auditory cortex of mammals that serve the production and learning of complex songs (reviewed by Brainard & Doupe, 2002) .
Within most species, however, differences in brain composition and behavior are less conspicuous, and it is much harder to correlate particular brain components with an animal's behavioral performance. While the size of a brain structure alone reveals little about its function, it can still be informative to compare total brain volumes (Deaner, Isler, Burkat, & Schaik, 2006; Jerison, 1973; Rensch, 1956) or the relative size of particular brain components with certain behaviors or behavioral repertoires across related species (in paper wasps: Molina, Harris, & O'Donnell, 2009 ). This approach has been used extensively across many vertebrate taxa, most notably to determine the contribution of brain or brain component size to the evolution of social behavior in primates (Dunbar, 2003 (Dunbar, , 2009 reviewed by Roth & Dicke, 2005) or corvid birds (reviewed by Emery & Clayton, 2004) . Such comparative studies are at the core of the difficult question regarding the association between brain and intelligence. This is not only a controversial topic, but it is also fraught with the difficulty of measuring and ranking intelligence, or, more generally, behavioral complexity across different species. Does a given species solve a particular task better than another species because it is cognitively more advanced or 'smarter', or because the task is more appropriate for that species, given its ecological background?
This problem does not apply to the comparison of individuals of a single species. Behavioral performance across individuals of the same species raised in the same environment can be easily compared and represents natural variation within a population rather than ecological constraints affecting different species differently. Under these conditions, differences in behavioral performance can be correlated with differences in brain composition and may help in understanding the significance of particular brain components for certain behaviors. Honey bees seem particularly suited for this approach: within a colony, bee workers are highly related (they are all sisters from the same mother, although they may have different fathers). They are also reared in the same nest, thus having almost identical experiences until they leave the nest and start foraging.
